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Bayesian methods and their implementations by means of sophisticated Monte Carlo
techniques, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and particle filters, have become
very popular in signal processing over the last years. However, in many problems of
practical interest these techniques demand procedures for sampling from probability
distributions with non-standard forms, hence we are often brought back to the
consideration of fundamental simulation algorithms, such as rejection sampling (RS).
Unfortunately, the use of RS techniques demands the calculation of tight upper bounds
for the ratio of the target probability density function (pdf) over the proposal density
from which candidate samples are drawn. Except for the class of log-concave target
pdf’s, for which an efficient algorithm exists, there are no general methods to
analytically determine this bound, which has to be derived from scratch for each
specific case. In this paper, we introduce new schemes for (a) obtaining upper bounds
for likelihood functions and (b) adaptively computing proposal densities that
approximate the target pdf closely. The former class of methods provides the tools to
easily sample from a posteriori probability distributions (that appear very often in signal
processing problems) by drawing candidates from the prior distribution. However, they
are even more useful when they are exploited to derive the generalized adaptive RS
(GARS) algorithm introduced in the second part of the paper. The proposed GARS
method yields a sequence of proposal densities that converge towards the target pdf
and enable a very efficient sampling of a broad class of probability distributions,
possibly with multiple modes and non-standard forms. We provide some simple
numerical examples to illustrate the use of the proposed techniques, including an
example of target localization using range measurements, often encountered in sensor
network applications.1. Introduction
Bayesian methods have become very popular in signal
processing during the past decades and, with them, there
has been a surge of interest in the Monte Carlo techniques
that are often necessary for the implementation ofoptimal a posteriori estimators [5,7,16,17]. Indeed, Monte
Carlo statistical methods are powerful tools for numerical
inference and optimization [17]. Currently, there exist
several classes of MC techniques, including the popular
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [3,7,15] and particle
filtering [4,5] families of algorithms, which enjoy numerous
applications. However, in many problems of practical
interest these techniques demand procedures for sampling
from probability distributions with non-standard forms,
hence we are often brought back to the consideration of
fundamental simulation algorithms, such as importance1
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reject method, also known as rejection sampling (RS).
The RS approach [17, Chapter 2] is a classical Monte
Carlo technique for ‘‘universal sampling’’. It can be used to
generate samples from a target probability density
function (pdf) by drawing from a possibly simpler
proposal density. The sample is either accepted or
rejected by an adequate test of the ratio of the two pdf’s,
and it can be proved that accepted samples are actually
distributed according to the target density. RS can be
applied as a tool by itself, in problems where the goal is to
approximate integrals with respect to (w.r.t.) the pdf of
interest, but more often it is a useful building block for
more sophisticated Monte Carlo procedures [10,11,14]. An
important limitation of RS methods is the need to
analytically establish a bound for the ratio of the target
and proposal densities, since there is a lack of general
methods for the computation of exact bounds.
One exception is the so-called adaptive rejection
sampling (ARS) method [8,11,17] which, given a target
density, provides a procedure to obtain both a suitable
proposal pdf (easy to draw from) and the upper bound for
the ratio of the target density over this proposal.
Unfortunately, this procedure is only valid when the
target pdf is strictly log-concave, which is not the case in
most practical cases. Although an extension has been
proposed [6,12] that enables the application of the ARS
algorithm with T-concave distributions (where T is a
monotonically increasing function, not necessarily the
logarithm), it does not address the main limitations of the
original method (e.g., the impossibility to draw from
multimodal distributions) and is hard to apply, due to the
difficulty to find adequate T transformations other than
the logarithm. Another algorithm, called adaptive rejection
metropolis sampling (ARMS) [9], is an attempt to
extend the ARS to multimodal densities by adding
Metropolis–Hastings steps. However, the use of an MCMC
procedure has two important consequences. First, the
resulting samples are correlated (unlike in the original
ARS method), and, second, for multimodal distributions
the Markov Chain often tends to get trapped in a single
mode.
In this paper we propose general procedures to apply
RS when the target pdf is the posterior density of a signal
of interest (SoI) given a collection of observations. Unlike
the ARS technique, our methods can handle target pdf’s
with several modes (hence non-log-concave) and, unlike
the ARMS algorithm, they do not involve MCMC steps.
Hence, the resulting samples are independent and come
exactly from the target pdf.
We first tackle the problem of computing an upper
bound for the likelihood of the SoI given fixed observa-
tions. The proposed solutions, that include both closed-
form bounds and iterative procedures, are useful when we
draw the candidate samples from the prior pdf.
In the second part of the paper, we extend our
approach to devise a generalization of the ARS method
that can be applied to a broad class of pdf’s, possibly
multimodal. The generalized algorithm yields an efficient
proposal density, tailored to the target density, that can
attain a much better acceptance rate than the priordistribution. We remark that the accepted samples are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) drawings
from the target pdf.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. We
formally describe the signal model in Section 2. Some useful
definitions and basic assumptions are introduced in Section 3.
In Section 4, we propose a general procedure to compute
upper bounds for a large family of likelihood functions. The
ARS method is briefly reviewed in Section 5, while the
generalization of the ARS algorithm, is introduced in Section
6. The use of the proposed technique with multidimensional
posterior densities is discussed in Section 7. Section 8 is
devoted to simple numerical examples and we conclude with
a brief summary in Section 9.
2. Model and problem statement
2.1. Notation
Scalar magnitudes are denoted using regular face
letters, e.g., x, X, while vectors are displayed as bold-face
letters, e.g., x, X. We indicate random variates with upper-
case letters, e.g., X, X, while we use lower-case letters to
denote the corresponding realizations, e.g., x, x. We use
letter p to denote the true probability density function
(pdf) of a random variable or vector. This is an argument-
wise notation, common in Bayesian analysis. For two
random variables X and Y, p(x) is the true pdf of X and p(y)
is the true pdf of Y, possibly different. The conditional pdf
of X given Y=y is written pðxjyÞ. Sets are denoted with
calligraphic upper-case letters, e.g., R.
2.2. Signal model
Many problems in science and engineering involve the
estimation of an unobserved SoI, x 2 Rm, from a sequence
of related observations. We assume an arbitrary prior
probability density function (pdf) for the SoI, X pðxÞ, and
consider n scalar random observations, Yi 2 R, i¼ 1, . . . ,n,
which are obtained through nonlinear transformations of
the signal X contaminated with additive noise. Formally,
we write
Y1 ¼ g1ðXÞþY1, . . . ,Yn ¼ gnðXÞþYn, ð1Þ
where Y¼ ½Y1, . . . ,Yn> 2 Rn is the random observation
vector, gi : R
m-R, i¼ 1, . . . ,n, are nonlinearities and Yi
are independent noise variables, possibly with different
distributions for each i. We write y¼ ½y1, . . . ,yn> 2 Rn for
the vector of available observations, i.e., a realization
of Y.
We assume exponential-type noise pdf’s, of the form
Yi  pðWiÞ ¼ kiexpfV iðWiÞg, ð2Þ
where ki40 is a real constant and V iðWiÞ is a function,
subsequently referred to as marginal potential, with the
following properties:(P1) It is real and non-negative, i.e., V i : R-½0,þ1Þ.
(P2) It is increasing ðdV i=dWi40Þ for Wi40 and decreasing
ðdV i=dWio0Þ for Wio0.2
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at Wi ¼ 0 and, as a consequence, pðWiÞ has only one
maximum (mode) at Wi ¼ 0. Since the noise variables are
independent, the joint pdf pðW1,W2, . . . ,WnÞ ¼
Qn
i ¼ 1 pðWnÞ is
easy to construct and we can define a joint potential
function V ðnÞ : Rn-½0,þ1Þ as
V ðnÞðW1, . . . ,WnÞ9log½pðW1, . . . ,WnÞ ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
log½pðWnÞ: ð3Þ
Substituting (2) into (3) yields
V ðnÞðW1, . . . ,WnÞ ¼ cnþ
Xn
i ¼ 1
V iðWiÞ, ð4Þ
where cn ¼
Pn
i ¼ 1 logki is a constant. In subsequent
sections we will be interested in a particular class of joint
potential functions denoted as
V ðnÞl ðW1, . . . ,WnÞ ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
jWijl, 0o loþ1, ð5Þ
where the subscript l identifies the specific member of the
class. In particular, the function obtained for l=2,
V ðnÞ2 ðW1, . . . ,WnÞ ¼
Pn
i ¼ 1 jWij2 is termed quadratic potential.
Let g¼ ½g1, . . . ,gn> be the vector-valued nonlinearity
defined as gðxÞ9½g1ðxÞ, . . . ,gnðxÞ>. The scalar observations
are conditionally independent given a realization of the
SoI, X¼ x, hence the likelihood function ‘ðx; y,gÞ9pðyjxÞ,
can be factorized as
‘ðx; y,gÞ ¼
Yn
i ¼ 1
pðyijxÞ, ð6Þ
where pðyijxÞ ¼ kiexpfV iðyigiðxÞÞg. The likelihood in (6)
induces a system potential function Vðx; y,gÞ : Rm-
½0,þ1Þ, defined as
Vðx; y,gÞ9log½‘ðx;y,gÞ ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
log½pðyijxÞ, ð7Þ
that depends on x, the observations y, and the function g.
Using (4) and (7), we can write the system potential in
terms of the joint potential,
Vðx; y,gÞ ¼ cnþ
Xn
i ¼ 1
V iðyigiðxÞÞ ¼ V ðnÞðy1g1ðxÞ, . . . ,yngnðxÞÞ:
ð8Þ
2.3. Rejection sampling
Assume that we wish to approximate, by sampling,
some integral of the form Iðf Þ ¼ RRf ðxÞpðxjyÞdx, where f is
some measurable function of x and pðxjyÞppðxÞ‘ðx; y,gÞ is
the posterior pdf of the SoI given the observations.
Unfortunately, it may not be possible in general to draw
directly from pðxjyÞ, so we need to apply simulation
techniques to generate adequate samples. One appealing
possibility is to perform RS using the prior, p(x), as a
proposal function. In such case, let g be a lower bound
for the system potential, grVðx; y,gÞ, so that L9expfgg
is an upper bound for the likelihood, ‘ðx; y,gÞrL. We
can generate N samples according to the standardRS algorithm.(1) Set i=1.
(2) Draw samples x0 from p(x) and u0 from Uð0,1Þ, where
Uð0,1Þ is the uniform pdf in [0,1].
(3) If pðx0jyÞ=Lpðx0Þp‘ðx0; y,gÞ=L4u0 then xðiÞ ¼ x0, else
discard x0 and go back to step 2.
(4) Set i= i+1. If i4N then stop, else go back to step 2.Then, I(f) can be approximated as Iðf Þ  I^ðf Þ ¼
ð1=NÞPNi ¼ 1 f ðxðiÞÞ. The fundamental figure of merit of a
rejection sampler is the acceptance rate, i.e., the mean
number of accepted samples over the total number of
proposed candidates.
In Section 4, we address the problem of analytically
calculating the bound L¼ expfgg. Note that, since the log
function is monotonous, it is equivalent to maximize ‘
w.r.t. x and to minimize the system potential V also w.r.t.
x. As a consequence, we may focus on the calculation of a
lower bound g for V(x;y,g). Note that this problem is far
from trivial. Even for very simple marginal potentials, V i,
i=1,y,n, the system potential can be highly multimodal
w.r.t. x. See the example in Section 8.1 for an illustration.
3. Definitions and assumptions
Hereafter, we restrict our attention to the case of a scalar
SoI, x 2 R. This is done for the sake of clarity, since dealing
with the general case x 2 Rm requires additional definitions
and notations. The techniques to be described in Sections
4–6 can be extended to the general case, although this
extension is not trivial. We briefly discuss how to deal with
multidimensional random variates in Section 7, and we
provide a numerical example in Section 8.3.
Let us use ADR to denote the support of the vector
function g, i.e., g : ADR-Rn. We assume that there
exists a partition fBjgqj ¼ 1 of A (i.e., A¼
Sq
j ¼ 1 Bj and
Bi \ Bj ¼ |, 8iaj) such that the subsets Bj are intervals in R
and we can define functions gi,j : Bj-R, j¼ 1, . . . ,q and
i=1,y,n, as
gi,jðxÞ9giðxÞ, 8x 2 Bj, ð9Þ
i.e., gi,j is the restriction of gi to the interval Bj. We further
assume that (a) every function gi,j is invertible in Bj
and (b) every function gi,j is either convex in Bj or concave
in Bj. Assumptions (a) and (b) together mean that, for
every i and all x 2 Bj, the first derivative dgi,j=dx is either
strictly positive or strictly negative and the second
derivative d2gi,j=dx
2 is either non-negative or non-positive.
For a given vector of observations Y=y and an interval
Bj, j 2 f1, . . . ,qg in the partition of the support A, we define
the set of simple estimates of SoI as
X j9 xi,j 2 R : xi,j ¼ argmin
x2Bj
jgiðxÞyij, i¼ 1, . . . ,ng:

ð10Þ
Let ½Bj denote the closure of Bj [13, Chapter 2]. For every
observation
yi 2 min
x2½Bj 
gi,jðxÞ,max
x2½Bj 
gi,jðxÞ

,
3
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xi,j=gi,j
1(yi) (note that gi,j is constructed to be invertible).
However, if the observation yi is ‘‘out of range’’, i.e.,
yiominx2½Bj gi,jðxÞ or yi4maxx2½Bj gi,jðxÞ, the inverse gi,j1(yi)
does not exist. In such cases, the simple estimates still
exist but have the form
xi,j ¼ argmin
x2½Bj 
gi,jðxÞ if yiomin
x2½Bj 
gi,jðxÞ
 
ð11Þ
and
xi,j ¼ argmax
x2½Bj 
gi,jðxÞ if yi4max
x2½Bj 
gi,jðxÞ
 
: ð12Þ
Specifically, if the nonlinearity has a horizontal asymptote
we obtain that either argminx2½Bj gi,jðxÞ ¼71 or
argmaxx2½Bj gi,jðxÞ ¼ 71. We admit these infinite
values as valid simple estimates and the techniques
proposed below still work if there exists some
xi,j ¼ 71. As a consequence, every set of simple esti-
mates X j, j=1,y,q, has exactly n elements, x1,j,y,xn,j (one
per observation).
4. Computation of upper bounds on the likelihood
4.1. Basic method
Let y be an arbitrary but fixed realization of the
observation vector Y. Our goal is to obtain an analytical
method for the computation of a scalar gðyÞ 2 R such that
gðyÞr infx2RVðx; y,gÞ. Hereafter, we omit the dependence
on the observation vector and write simply g. The main
difficulty to carry out this calculation is the nonlinearity g,
which renders the problem not directly tractable. To
circumvent this obstacle, we split the problem into q
subproblems and address the computation of bounds for
each set Bj, j=1,y,q, in the partition of A. Within Bj, we
build adequate linear functions {ri,j}i=1
n in order to replace
the nonlinearities {gi,j}i=1
n . We require that, for every ri,j,
the inequalities
jyiri,jðxÞjr jyigi,jðxÞj, ð13Þ
and
ðyiri,jðxÞÞðyigi,jðxÞÞZ0 ð14Þ
hold jointly for all i=1,y,n, and all x 2 I j  Bj, where I j is
any closed interval in Bj such that x^j 2 argminx2½Bj Vðx; y,gÞ
(i.e., any maximum likelihood estimator of the SoI X
restricted to Bj, possibly non-unique) is contained
in I j. The latter requirement can be fulfilled if we
choose I j9½minðX jÞ,maxðX jÞ (see the Appendix for a
proof).
If (13) and (14) hold, we can write
V iðyiri,jðxÞÞrV iðyigi,jðxÞÞ, 8x 2 I j, ð15Þ
which follows easily from the properties (P1) and (P2) of
the marginal potential functions V i as described in Section
2.2. Moreover, since Vðx; y,gjÞ ¼ cnþ
Pn
i ¼ 1 V iðyigi,jðxÞÞ
and Vðx; y,rjÞ ¼ cnþ
Pn
i ¼ 1 V iðyiri,jðxÞÞ (this function will
be subsequently referred as the modified system poten-
tial) where gjðxÞ9½g1,jðxÞ, . . . ,gn,jðxÞ and rjðxÞ9½r1,jðxÞ, . . . ,
rn,jðxÞ, Eq. (15) implies that Vðx; y,rjÞrVðx; y,gjÞ, 8x 2 I j,and, as a consequence,
gj ¼ inf
x2I j
Vðx; y,rjÞr inf
x2I j
Vðx; y,gjÞ ¼ inf
x2Bj
Vðx; y,gÞ: ð16Þ
Therefore, it is possible to find a lower bound in Bj for the
system potential V(x;y,gj), denoted gj, by minimizing the
modified potential V(x;y,rj) in I j.
All that remains is to actually build the linear functions
{ri,j}i=1
n . This construction is straightforward and can be
described graphically by splitting the problem into two
cases. Case 1 corresponds to nonlinearities gi,j such that
dgi,jðxÞ=dx d2gi,jðxÞ=dx2Z0 (i.e., gi,j is either increasing
and convex or decreasing and concave), while case 2
corresponds to functions that comply with dgi,jðxÞ=dx
d2gi,jðxÞ=dx2r0 (i.e., gi,j is either increasing and concave or
decreasing and convex), when x 2 Bj.
Fig. 1(a)–(b) depicts the construction of ri,j in case 1.
We choose a linear function ri,j that connects the
point ðminðX jÞ,gðminðX jÞÞÞ and the point corresponding
to the simple estimate, (xi,j,g(xi,j)). In the figure, dr and
dg denote the distances jyiri,jðxÞj and jyigi,jðxÞj,
respectively. It is apparent that drrdg for all x 2 I j,
hence inequality (13) is granted. Inequality (14) also
holds for all x 2 I j, since ri,j(x) and gi,j(x) are either
simultaneously greater than (or equal to) yi, or
simultaneously lesser than (or equal to) yi.
Fig. 1(c)–(d) depicts the construction of ri,j in case 2.
We choose a linear function ri,j that connects the point
ðmaxðX jÞ,gðmaxðX jÞÞÞ and the point corresponding to the
simple estimate, (xi,j,g(xi,j)). Again, dr and dg denote the
distances jyiri,jðxÞj and jyigi,jðxÞj, respectively. It is
apparent from the two plots that inequalities (13) and
(14) hold for all x 2 I j.
A special subcase of 1 (respectively, of 2) occurs when
xi ¼minðX jÞ (respectively, xi,j ¼maxðX jÞ). Then, ri,j(x) is
the tangent to gi,j(x) at xi,j. If xi,j ¼ 71 then ri,j(x) is a
horizontal asymptote of gi,j(x).
It is often possible to find gj ¼ infx2I j Vðx; y,rjÞr
infx2I j Vðx; y,gjÞ in closed-form. If we choose g¼minjgj,
then gr infx2RVðx,y,gÞ is a global lower bound of the
system potential. Table 1 shows an outline of the
proposed method, that will be subsequently referred to
as bounding method 1 (BM1) for conciseness.
4.2. Iterative implementation
The quality of the bound gj depends, to a large extent,
on the length of the interval I j, denoted jI jj. This is clear if
we think of ri,j(x) as a linear approximation on I j of the
nonlinearity gi,j(x). Since we have assumed gi,j(x) is
continuous and bounded in I j, the procedure to build
ri,j(x) in BM1 implies that
lim
jI j j-0
jgi,jðxÞri,jðxÞjr limjI j j-0jsupx2I j
gi,jðxÞinf
x2I j
gi,jðxÞj ¼ 0, ð17Þ
for all x 2 I j. Therefore, if we consider intervals I j which
are shorter and shorter, then the modified potential
function V(x;y,rj) will be closer and closer to the true
potential function V(x;y,gj), and hence the bound
gjrVðx; y,rjÞrVðx; y,gjÞ will be tighter.4
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Table 1
Bounding method 1.
1. Find a partition fBjgqj ¼ 1 of the space of the SoI.
2. Compute the simple estimates X j ¼ fx1,j , . . . ,xn,jg for each Bj.
3. Calculate I j9½minðX jÞ,maxðX jÞ and build ri,j(x), for x 2 I j and
i=1,y,n.
4. Replace gj(x) with rj(x), and minimize V(x;y,rj) to find the lower
bound gj .
5. Find g¼minjgj .
Table 2
Iterative algorithm to improve gj .
1. Start with I1,2 ¼ I j , and Sj,1 ¼ fminðX jÞ, maxðX jÞg. Let v=1 and
k=1.
2. Choose an arbitrary interior point s in Iv ,v þ1, and update the
set of support points Sj,k ¼ Sj,k1 [ fs g.
3. Sort Sj,k in ascending order, so that Sj,k ¼ fs1 , . . . ,skþ1g where
s1 ¼minðX jÞ, skþ1 ¼ ðmaxX jÞ, and k+1 is the number of elements of
Sj,k .
4. Build r(v)j (x) for each interval Iv,vþ1 ¼ ½sv , svþ1 with v=1,y,k.
5. Find gðvÞj ¼minVðx; y,r
ðvÞ
j Þ, for v=1,y,k.
6. Set the refined bound gj,k ¼minv2f1,...,kggðvÞj , and set
v ¼ argminvgðvÞj .
7. To iterate, go back to step 2.
Fig. 1. Construction of the auxiliary linear functions {ri,j}i=1
n . We indicate dr ¼ jyiri,jðxÞj and dg ¼ jyigi,jðxÞj, respectively. It is apparent that drrdg and
ri,j(x) and gi,j(x) are either simultaneously greater than (or equal to) yi, or simultaneously lesser than (or equal to) yi, for all x 2 I j . Hence, the inequalities
(13) and (14) are satisfied 8x 2 I j. (a) Function gi,j is increasing and convex (case 1). (b) Function gi,j is decreasing and concave (case 1). (c) Function gi,j is
decreasing and convex (case 2). (d) Function gi,j is increasing and concave (case 2).The latter observation suggests a procedure to improve
the bound gj for a given interval I j. Indeed, let us
subdivide I j into k subintervals denoted Iv,vþ19
½sv,svþ1 where v=1,y,k and sv,svþ1 2 I j. We refer to the
elements in the collection Sj,k ¼ fs1, . . . ,skþ1g, with
s1os2o   oskþ1, as support points in the interval I j.
We can build linear functions rj
(v)=[r1,j
(v),y,rn,j
(v)] for every
subinterval Iv,vþ1, using the procedure described in
Section 4.1. We recall that this procedure is graphically
depicted in Fig. 1, where we simply need to	 substitute I j by Iv,vþ1 and
	 when the simple estimate xi,j=2Iv,vþ1, substitute xi,j by
sv (xi,j by sv+1) if xi,josv (if xi,j4svþ1, respectively).
Using rj
(v) we compute a bound gðvÞj , v=1,y,k, and then
select gj,k ¼minv2f1,...,kggðvÞj . Note that the subscript k in gj,k
indicates how many support points have been used to
compute the bound in I j (which becomes tighter as k
increases). Moreover if we take a new (arbitrary) support
point s from the subinterval Iv ,v þ1 that contains gj,k,and extend the set of support points with it, Sj,kþ1 ¼
fs1, . . . ,s , . . . ,skþ2g with s1os2o   oso   oskþ2,
then we can iterate the proposed procedure and obtain
a refined version of the bound, denoted gj,kþ1.
The proposed iterative algorithm is described, with
detail, in Table 2. Note that k is an iteration index that
makes explicit the number of support points sv. If we plug
this iterative procedure for the computation of gj into
BM1 (specifically, replacing steps 3 and 4 of Table 1), we
obtain a new technique that we will hereafter term
bounding method 2 (BM2).
As an illustration, Fig. 2 shows four steps of the
iterative algorithm. In Fig. 2(a) there are two support
points Sj,1 ¼ fminðX jÞ,maxðX jÞg, which yield a single
interval I1,2 ¼ I j. In Figs. 2(b)–(d), we successively add a
point s chosen in the interval I^ v ,v þ1 that contains the5
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Fig. 2. Four steps of the iterative algorithm choosing s as the middle point of the subinterval Iv ,v þ1. The solid line shows the system potential
V(x;y,g)=(y1exp(x))2 log(y2exp(x)+1) +(y2exp(x))+1 (see the example in Section 8.1), with y1=5 and y2=2, while the dashed line shows the
modified potential V(x;y,rj). We start in plot (a) with two points Sj,1 ¼ fminðX jÞ,maxðX jÞg. At each iteration, we add a new point chosen in the subinterval
Iv ,v þ1 that contains the latest bound. It is apparent that V(x;y,rj) becomes a better approximation of V(x;y,gj) each time we add a new support point.latest bound. In this example, the point s is chosen
deterministically as the mean of the extremes of the
interval Iv ,v þ1.
4.3. Lower bound g2 for quadratic potentials
Assume that the joint potential is quadratic, i.e.,
V ðnÞ2 ðy1g1,jðxÞ, . . . ,yngn,jðxÞÞ ¼
Pn
i ¼ 1 ðyigi,jðxÞÞ2 for each
j=1,y,q, and construct the set of linear functions
ri,j(x)=ai,jx +bi,j, for i=1,y,n and j=1,y,q. The modified
system potential in Bj becomes
V2ðx; y,rjÞ ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyiri,jðxÞÞ2 ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyiai,jxbi,jÞ2, ð18Þ
and it turns out straightforward to compute g2,j ¼
minx2Bj Vðx; y,rjÞ. Indeed, if we denote aj ¼ ½a1,j, . . . ,an,j>
and wj ¼ ½y1b1,j, . . . ,ynbn,j>, then we can readily obtain
~xj ¼ argmin
x2Bj
Vðx; y,rjÞ ¼
a>j wj
a>j aj
, ð19Þ
and g2,j ¼ Vð ~xj; y,rjÞ. It is apparent that g2 ¼minjg2,jr
Vðx; y,gÞ. Furthermore, ~xj is an approximation of the
maximum likelihood estimator restricted to Bj.
4.4. Adaptation of g2 for generic system potentials
If the joint potential is not quadratic, in general it can
still be difficult to minimize the modified function
V(x;y,r), despite the replacement of the nonlinearities
gi,j(x) with the linear functions ri,j(x). In this section, we
propose a method to transform the bound for a quadratic
potential, g2, into a bound for some other, non-quadratic,
potential function.
Consider an arbitrary joint potential V(n) and assume
the availability of an invertible increasing function R such
that R3V ðnÞZV ðnÞ2 , where 3 denotes the composition of
functions. Then, for the system potential we can write
ðR3VÞðx; y,gÞZV ðnÞ2 ðy1g1ðxÞ, . . . ,yngnðxÞÞ ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyigiðxÞÞ2Zg2:
ð20Þ
and, as consequence, Vðx; y,gÞZR1ðg2Þ ¼ g, hence g is a
lower bound for the non-quadratic system potential
V(x;y,g) constructed from V(n).For instance, consider the family of joint potentials V(n)p .
Using the monotonicity of Lp norms, it is possible to prove
[18] that
Xn
i ¼ 1
jWijp
 !1=p
Z
Xn
i ¼ 1
W2i
 !1=2
, 0rpr2, ð21Þ
and
nððp2Þ=2pÞ
Xn
i ¼ 1
jWijp
 !1=p
Z
Xn
i ¼ 1
W2i
 !1=2
, 2rprþ1:
ð22Þ
Let R1(v)=v
2/p. Since this function is, indeed, strictly
increasing, we can transform the inequality (21) into
R1
Xn
i ¼ 1
jyigiðxÞjp
 !
Z
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyigiðxÞÞ2, ð23Þ
which yields
Xn
i ¼ 1
jyigiðxÞjpZR11
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyigiðxÞÞ2
 !
¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyigiðxÞÞ2
 !p=2
Zgp=22 , ð24Þ
hence the transformation gp=22 of the quadratic bound g2 is
a lower bound for Vp
(n) with 0opr2. Similarly, if we let
R2ðvÞ ¼ ðnððp2Þ=2pÞv1=pÞ2, the inequality (22) yields
Xn
i ¼ 1
jyigiðxÞjpZR12
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyigiðxÞÞ2
 !
¼ nððp2Þ=2pÞ
Xn
i ¼ 1
ðyigiðxÞÞ2
 !1=224
3
5
p
Znððp2Þ=2Þgp=22 ,
ð25Þ
hence the transformation R12 ðg2Þ ¼ nðp2Þ=2g
p=2
2 is a lower
bound for Vp
(n) when 2rpoþ1.
It is possible to devise a systematic procedure to find a
suitable function R given an arbitrary joint potential
V ðnÞð!Þ, where !9½W1, . . . ,WnT . Let us define the manifold
Gv9f! 2 Rn : V ðnÞð!Þ ¼ vg. We can construct R by assigning
R(v) with the maximum of the quadratic potential
Pn
i W
2
i6
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Fig. 3. Left: The intersection of the tangents to V(x;y,rj) (dashed line) at minðX jÞ and maxðX jÞ is a lower bound for V(x;y,gj) (solid line). Moreover, note that
the resulting piecewise-linear function W(x) satisfies the inequality Vðx; y,gjÞZVðx; y,rjÞZWðxÞ, for all x 2 I j . Middle: Example of construction of the
piecewise-linear function Wt(x) with three support points St ¼ fs1 ,s2 ,s3g, as carried out in the ARS technique. The functionWt(x) is formed from segments
of linear functions tangent to V(x;y,g) at the support points in St . Right: Construction of the piecewise linear function Wt(x) as tangent lines to the
modified potential Vðx; ~y , ~r tÞ at three intersection points u1, u2 and u3, as carried out in the ARS technique.
1 The method does not require that the target density be a posterior
pdf, but we prefer to keep the same notation as in the previous section
for coherence.when ! 2 Gv, i.e., we define
RðvÞ9max
!2Gv
Xn
i ¼ 1
W2i : ð26Þ
Note that (26) is a constrained optimization problem that
can be solved using, e.g., Lagrangian multipliers.
From the definition in (26) we obtain that, 8! 2 Gv,
RðvÞZPni ¼ 1 W2i . In particular, since V ðnÞð!Þ ¼ v from the
definition of Gv, we obtain the desired relationship,
RðV ðnÞðW1, . . . ,WnÞÞZ
Xn
i ¼ 1
W2i : ð27Þ
We additionally need to check whether R is a strictly
increasing function of v. The two functions in the earlier
examples of this section, R1 and R2, can be readily found
using this method.
4.5. Convex marginal potentials V i
Assume that A¼ fBjgqj ¼ 1 and that we have already
found ri,j(x)=ai,jx +bi,j, i=1,y,n and j=1,y,q, using the
technique in Section 4.1. If a marginal potential V iðWiÞ is
convex, the function V iðyiri,jðxÞÞ is also convex in Bj.
Indeed, for all x 2 Bj
d2V iðyiri,jðxÞÞ
dx2
¼ d
2ri,j
dx2
dV i
dWi
þ dri,j
dx
 2
d2V i
dW2i
¼ 0þa2i
d2V i
dW2i
Z0,
ð28Þ
where we have used that d2ri,j=dx
2 ¼ 0 (since ri,j is linear).
As a consequence, if all marginal potentials V iðWiÞ are
convex, then the modified system potential,
Vðx; y,rjÞ ¼ cnþ
Pn
i ¼ 1 V iðyiri,jðxÞÞ, is also convex in Bj.
This is easily shown using (28), to obtain
d2Vðx; y,rjÞ
dx2
¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
a2i
d2V i
dW2i
Z0, 8x 2 Bj: ð29Þ
Therefore, we can use the tangents to V(x;y,rj) at the limit
points of I j (i.e., minðX jÞ and maxðX jÞ) to find a lower
bound for the system potential V(x;y,gj). Fig. 3 (left)
depicts a system potential V(x;y,gj) (solid line), the
corresponding modified potential V(x;y,rj) (dotted line)
and the two tangent lines at minðX jÞ and maxðX jÞ. It is
apparent that the intersection of the two tangents yields a
lower bound in Bj. Specifically, if we let W(x) be thepiecewise-linear function composed of the two tangents,
then the inequality Vðx;y,gjÞZVðx; y,rjÞZWðxÞ is satisfied
for all x 2 I j.
5. Adaptive rejection sampling
The adaptive rejection sampling (ARS) [11] algorithm
enables the construction of a sequence of proposal
densities, fptðxÞgt2N, tailored to the target density. Its
most appealing feature is that each time we draw a
sample from a proposal pt and it is rejected, we can use
this sample to build an improved proposal, ptþ1, with a
higher mean acceptance rate.
Unfortunately, this attractive ARS method can only be
applied with target pdf’s which are log-concave (hence,
unimodal), which is a very stringent constraint for many
practical applications. Next, we briefly review the ARS
algorithm and then proceed to introduce its extension for
non-log-concave and multimodal target densities.
Let pðxjyÞ denote the target pdf.1 The ARS procedure
can be applied when log½pðxjyÞ is concave, i.e., when the
potential function Vðx; y,gÞ9log½pðxjyÞþc0 is strictly
convex. Let St ¼ fs1,s2, . . . ,skt g be a set of support points
in the domain D of V(x;y,g). From St we build a piecewise-
linear lower hull of V(x;y,g), denoted Wt(x), formed from
segments of linear functions tangent to V(x;y,g) at the
support points in St . Fig. 3 (middle) illustrates the
construction of Wt(x) with three support points for a
generic log-concave potential function V(x;y,g).
Once Wt(x) is built, we can use it to obtain an
exponential-family proposal density
ptðxÞ ¼ ctexp½WtðxÞ, ð30Þ
where ct is the proportionality constant. Therefore ptðxÞ is
piecewise-exponential and very easy to sample from.
Since WtðxÞrVðx; y,gÞ8x, we trivially obtain that
ð1=ctÞpðxÞZexpfVðx; y,gÞgppðxjyÞ and we can apply the
RS principle.
When a sample x0 from ptðxÞ is rejected we can
incorporate it into the set of support points, Stþ1 ¼ St [
fx0g (and kt+1=kt+1). Then we compute a refined7
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Table 3
Adaptive rejection sampling algorithm.
1. Start with t=0, S0 ¼ fs1 , s2g where s1os2 and the derivatives of
Vðx,y,gÞ at s1 ,s2 have different signs.
2. Build the piecewise-linear function Wt(x) as shown in Fig. 3
(middle), using the tangent lines to V(x;y,g) at the support points in
St .
3. Sample x0 from ptðxÞpexpfWtðxÞg, and u0 from Uð½0,1Þ.
4. If u0rexpfVðx
0; y,gÞg
expfWtðx0Þg
then accept x0 and set Stþ1 ¼ St , kt+1=kt.
5. Otherwise, if u04
expfVðx0; y,gÞg
expfWtðx0Þg
, then reject x0 , set Stþ1 ¼ St [
fx0g and update kt+1=kt+1.
6. Sort Stþ1 in ascending order, increment t and go back to step 2.lower hull, Wt+1(x), and a new proposal density
ptþ1ðxÞ ¼ ctþ1expfWtþ1ðxÞg. Table 3 summarizes the
ARS algorithm.
6. Generalization of the ARS method
In this section we introduce a generalization of the
standard ARS scheme that can cope with a broader class of
target pdf’s, including many multimodal distributions.
The standard algorithm of [11], described in Table 3, is a
special case of the method described below.
6.1. Generalized adaptive rejection sampling
We wish to draw samples from the posterior pðxjyÞ. For
this purpose, we assume that	 the prior pdf has the form pðxÞpexpfVnþ1
ðmgnþ1ðxÞÞg,	 all marginal potential functions, V iðWiÞ, i=1,y,n+1, are
strictly convex,	 the nonlinearities gi(x), i=1,y,n+1, are either convex
or concave, not necessarily monotonic.
We incorporate the information of the prior by defining an
extended observation vector, ~y9½y1, . . . ,yn,ynþ1 ¼ m>,
and an extended vector of nonlinearities,
~gðxÞ9½g1ðxÞ, . . . ,gnðxÞ,gnþ1ðxÞ>. As a result, we introduce
the extended system potential function
Vðx; ~y , ~gÞ9Vðx; y,gÞþVnþ1ðmgnþ1ðxÞÞ ¼log½pðxjyÞþc0,
ð31Þ
where c0 accounts for the superposition of constant terms
that do not depend on x. We remark that the function
Vðx; ~y , ~gÞ constructed in this way is not necessarily convex.
It can present several minima and, as a consequence,
pðxjyÞ can present several maxima.
Our technique is adaptive, i.e., it is aimed at the
construction of a sequence of proposals, denoted ptðxÞ,
t 2 N, but relies on the same basic arguments already
exploited to devise the BM1. To be specific, at the t-th
iteration of the algorithm we seek to replace the
nonlinearities {gi}i=1
n+1 by piecewise-linear functions
{ri,t}i=1
n+1 in such a way that the inequalities
jyiri,tðxÞjr jyigiðxÞj ð32Þand
ðyiri,tðxÞÞðyigiðxÞÞZ0 ð33Þ
are satisfied 8x 2 R. Therefore, we repeat the same
conditions as in Eqs. (13) and (14) but the derivation of
the generalized ARS (GARS) algorithm does not require
the partition of the SoI space, as it was needed for the
BM1.
We will show that it is possible to construct adequate
piecewise-linear functions of the form
ri,tðxÞ9
max½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ if gi is convex,
min½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ if gi is concave,
(
ð34Þ
where i=1,y,n+1 and each r i,jðxÞ, j=1,y,Kt, is a purely
linear function. The number of linear functions involved in
the construction of ri,t(x) at the t-th iteration of the
algorithm, denoted Kt, determines how tightly ptðxÞ
approximates the true density pðxjyÞ and, therefore, the
higher Kt, the higher mean acceptance rate of the sampler.
In Section 6.2 below, we explicitly describe how to choose
the linear functions r i,jðxÞ, j=1,y,Kt, in order to ensure
that (32) and (33) hold. We will also show that, when a
proposed sample x0 is rejected, Kt can be increased
(Kt+1=Kt+1) to improve the acceptance rate.
Let ~rt9½r1,tðxÞ, . . . ,rn,tðxÞ,rnþ1,tðxÞ> be the extended
vector of piecewise-linear functions, that yields the
modified potential Vðx; ~y , ~rtÞ. The same argument used in
Section 4.1 to derive the BM1 shows that, if (32) and (33)
hold, then Vðx; ~y , ~rtÞrVðx; ~y , ~gÞ, 8x 2 R. Finally, we build a
piecewise-linear lower hull Wt(x) for the modified
potential, as explained below, to obtain WtðxÞr
Vðx; ~y , ~rtÞrVðx; ~y , ~gÞ.
The definition of the piecewise-linear function ri,t(x) in
(34) can be rewritten in another form
ri,tðxÞ9r i,jðxÞ for x 2 ½a,b, ð35Þ
where a is the abscissa of the intersection between the
linear functions r i,j1ðxÞ and r i,jðxÞ, and b is the abscissa of
the intersection between r i,jðxÞ and r i,jþ1ðxÞ. Therefore, we
can define the set of all abscissas of intersection points
Et ¼ fu 2 R : r i,jðuÞ ¼ r i,jþ1ðuÞ for i¼ 1, . . . ,nþ1,
j¼ 1, . . . ,Kt1g, ð36Þ
and sort them in ascending order
u1ou2o   ouQt , ð37Þ
where Qt is the total number of intersections. Then(a) since we have assumed that the marginal potentials
are convex, we can use Eq. (35) and the argument of
Section 4.5 to show that the modified function
Vðx; ~y , ~rtÞ is convex in each interval [uq,uq+1], with
q=1,y,Qt, and,(b) as a consequence, we can to build Wt(x) by taking the
linear functions tangent to Vðx; ~y , ~rtÞ at every inter-
section point uq, q=1,y,Qt.Fig. 3 (right) depicts the relationship among Vðx; ~y , ~gÞ,
Vðx; ~y , ~rtÞ and Wt(x). Since Wt(x) is piecewise linear,
the corresponding pdf ptðxÞpexpfWtðxÞg is piecewise
exponential and can be easily used in a rejection sampler8
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fWtðxÞgZexpfVðx; ~y , ~gÞg).
Next subsection is devoted to the derivation of the
linear functions needed to construct ~rt . Then, we describe
how the algorithm is iterated to obtain a sequence of
improved proposal densities and provide a pseudo-code.
We also discuss the increase the mean of acceptance rate
as a tentative densities ptðxÞ converge to the target pdf
pðxjyÞ. Finally, we describe a limitation of the procedure
that yields improper proposals in a specific scenario.
6.2. Construction of linear functions r i,jðxÞ
A basic element in the description of the GARS
algorithm in the previous section is the construction of
the linear functions r i,jðxÞ. This issue is addressed below.
For clarity, we consider two cases corresponding to non-
monotonic and monotonic nonlinearities, respectively. It
is important to remark that the nonlinearities gi(x),
i=1,y,n+1, can belong to different cases.
6.2.1. Non-monotonic nonlinearities
Assume gi(x) is a non-monotonic, either concave or
convex, function. We have three possible scenarios
depending on the number of simple estimates for gi(x):
(a) there exist two simple estimates, xi,1oxi,2, (b) there
exists a single estimate, xi,1=xi,2, or (c) there is no solution
for the equation yi=gi(x).
Let us assume that xi,1oxi,2 and denote J i9½xi,1,xi,2. Let
us also introduce a set of support points St9fs1, . . . ,skt g that
contains at least the simple estimates and an arbitrary point
s 2 J i, i.e., xi,1,xi,2 2 St . The number of support points, kt,
determines the accuracy of the approximation of the
nonlinearity gi(x) that can be achieved with the piecewise-
linear function ri,t(x). In Section 6.3 we show how this
number increases as the GARS algorithm iterates. Now, we
assume it is given and fixed.Fig. 4. Construction of the piecewise linear function ri,t(x) for non-monotonic f
closer to the observation value yi (dashed line) than the nonlinearity gi(x), i.e., j
greater than (or equal to) yi, or simultaneously lesser than (or equal to) yi, i
satisfied. The point (sj,gi(sj)), corresponding to support point sj, is represented ei
or not, respectively. Left: construction of ri,t(x) with kt=4 support points when
(Kt=kt1=3). We use the tangent to gi(x) at x=s4 because s4=2J i ¼ ½s1 ,s3, where
Middle: since the nonlinearity gi(x) is concave, ri,t ðxÞ ¼min½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,3ðxÞ. W
s4=xi,2 are the simple estimates (represented with squares). Right: construct
estimates. We use the tangent lines, but we need a correction in the definition o
figure is convex, we take ri,t ðxÞ ¼max½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ,yi.Fig. 4 illustrates the construction of r i,jðxÞ, j=1,y,Kt
where Kt=kt1, and ri,t(x) for a convex nonlinearity gi(x)
(the procedure is completely analogous for concave gi(x)).
Assume that the two simple estimates xi,1oxi,2 exist,
hence jJ ij40. For each j 2 f1, . . . ,ktg, the linear function
r i,jðxÞ is constructed in one out of two ways:(a)uncti
yiri
.e., ðy
ther
the
s1=
e use
ion o
f ri,t(if ½sj,sjþ1DJ i, then r i,jðxÞ connects the points (sj,gi(sj))
and (sj+1,gi(sj+1)), else(b) if sj=2J i, then r i,jðxÞ is tangent to gi(x) at x=sj.From Fig. 4 (left) it is apparent that ri,tðxÞ ¼max
½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ> built in this way satisfies the inequal-
ities (32) and (33), as required. For concave gi(x), see Fig. 4
(middle), the conditions (32) and (33) are satisfied if we
choose ri,tðxÞ ¼min½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ>.
When jJ ij ¼ 0 (i.e., xi,1=xi,2 or there is no solution for the
equation yi=gi(x)), then each r i,jðxÞ is tangent to gi(x) at x=sj,
8sj 2 St , and in order to satisfy (32) and (33), we need to
select
ri,tðxÞ9
max½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ,yi if gi is convex,
min½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ,yi if gi is concave
(
ð38Þ
as illustrated in Fig. 4 (right).6.2.2. Monotonic nonlinearities
In this case gi(x) is invertible and there are two
possibilities: there exists a single estimate, xi=gi
1(yi)
and there is no solution for the equation yi=gi(x) (when yi
does not belong to the range of gi(x)). Similarly to the
construction in Section 4.1, we distinguish two cases:(a) if dgiðxÞ=dx d2giðxÞ=dx2Z0, then we define J i9
ð1,xi, and(b) if dgiðxÞ=dx d2giðxÞ=dx2r0, then we define J i9
½xi,þ1Þ.ons. The straight lines r i,jðxÞ form a piecewise linear function that is
,t ðxÞjr jyigiðxÞj. Moreover, ri,t(x) and gi(x) are either simultaneously
iri,tðxÞÞðyigiðxÞÞZ0. Therefore, the inequalities (32) and (33) are
by a square or a circle, depending on whether it is a simple estimate
nonlinearity gi(x) is convex, therefore ri,tðxÞ ¼max½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,3ðxÞ
xi,1 and s3=xi,2 are the simple estimates (represented with squares).
the tangent to gi(x) at s4 because s1=2J i ¼ ½s2 ,s4, where s2=xi,1 and
f the ri,t(x), with two support points, when there are not simple
x) in order to satisfy the inequalities (32) and (33). Since gi(x) in the
9
ARTICLE IN PRESSs1os2o   oskt , and includes at least the simple esti-
mate xi and an arbitrary point s 2 J i, i.e., xi,s 2 St .The set of support points is St9fs1, . . . ,skt g, with
The procedure to build r i,jðxÞ, for j=1,y,Kt, with Kt=kt,
is similar to Section 6.2.1. Consider case (a) first. For each
j 2 f2, . . . ,ktg, if ½sj1,sj  J i ¼ ð1,xi, then r i,jðxÞ is the
linear function that connects the points (sj1,gi(sj1)) and
(sj,gi(sj)). Otherwise, if sj=2J i ¼ ð1,xi, r i,jðxÞ is tangent to
gi(x) at x=sj. Finally, we set r i,1ðxÞ ¼ giðs1Þ for all x 2 R. The
piecewise linear function ri,t is ri,tðxÞ ¼max½r i,1
ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ. This construction is depicted in Fig. 5 (left).
Case (b) is similar. For each j 2 f1, . . . ,ktg, if
½sj,sjþ1  J i ¼ ½xi,þ1Þ, then r i,jðxÞ is the linear function
that connects the points (sj,gi(sj)) and (sj+1,gi(sj+1)).
Otherwise, if sj=2I^ i ¼ ½xi,þ1Þ, r i,jðxÞ is tangent to gi(x) at
x=sj. Finally, we set r i,kt ðxÞ ¼ giðskt Þ (remember that, in this
case, Kt=kt), for all x 2 R. The piecewise linear function ri,t
will be ri,tðxÞ ¼min½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,Kt ðxÞ. This construction is
depicted in Fig. 5 (right).
It is straightforward to check that the inequalities (32)
and (33) are satisfied. Note that, in this case, the
number of linear functions r i,jðxÞ coincides with the
number of support points. If there is no solution for
the equation yi=gi(x) (yi does not belong to the range of
gi(x)), then (32) and (33) are satisfied if we use (38) to
build ri,t(x).Fig. 5. Examples of construction of the piecewise-linear function ri,t(x) w
jyiri,tðxÞjr jyigiðxÞj and that ri,t(x) and gi(x) are either simultaneously greater
ðyiri,tðxÞÞðyigiðxÞÞZ0. The simple estimates are represented by squares while
to the subcase 1 where ri,tðxÞ ¼max½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,3ðxÞ (Kt=kt=3). Right: the fi
(Kt=kt=3).
Table 4
Steps of generalized adaptive rejection sampling.
1. Start with t=0 set S09fsjgk0j ¼ 1.
2. Build r i,jðxÞ for i=1,y,n+1, j=1,y,Kt, where Kt=kt1 or Kt=kt depending o
3. Calculate the set of intersection points Et9fu 2 R : r i,jðuÞ ¼ r i,jþ1ðuÞ for i¼
Let Qt ¼ jEt j be the number of elements in Et .
4. Build Wt(x) using the tangent lines to Vðx; ~y , ~r tÞ at the points uq 2 Et , q=1,y
5. Draw a sample x0 from ptðxÞpexp½WtðxÞ.
6. Sample u0 from Uð½0,1Þ.
7. If u0rexpfVðx
0; y,gÞg
expfWtðx0Þg
then accept x0 and set Stþ1 ¼ St .
8. Otherwise, if u04
expfVðx0; y,gÞg
expfWtðx0Þg
then reject x0 and update Stþ1 ¼ St [ fx0g
9. Sort Stþ1 in ascending order, set t=t+1 and go back to step 2.6.3. Outline of the algorithm
We can combine the elements described in Sections
6.2.1 and 6.2.2 into an adaptive algorithm that improves
the proposal density ptðxÞpexpfWtðxÞg each time a
sample is rejected.
Let St denote the set of support points after the t-th
iteration. We initialize the algorithm with S09fsjgk0j ¼ 1
such that	ith
tha
all o
gure
n w
1, .
,Q
.all simple estimates are contained in S0, and
	 for each interval J i,i¼ 1, . . . ,nþ1 , with non-zero
length (jJ ij40), there is at least one (arbitrary)
support point contained in J i.The proposed GARS algorithm is described in Table 4.6.4. Convergence
Note that every time a sample x0 drawn from ptðxÞ is
rejected, x0 is incorporated as a support point in the new set
Stþ1 ¼ St [ fx0g and, as a consequence, a refined lower hull
Wt+1(x) is constructed yielding a better approximation of
the system potential function. In this way, ptþ1ðxÞpexpkt=3 support points, for the two subcases. It is apparent that
n (or equal to) yi, or simultaneously lesser than (or equal to) yi, i.e.,
ther support points are drawn as circles. Left: the figure corresponds
corresponds to the subcase 2 where ri,tðxÞ ¼min½r i,1ðxÞ, . . . ,r i,3ðxÞ
hether gi(x) is non-monotonic or monotonic, respectively.
. . ,nþ1, j¼ 1, . . . ,Kt1g.
t.
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ARTICLE IN PRESSfWtþ1ðxÞg becomes ‘‘closer’’ to pðxjyÞ and it can be
expected that the mean acceptance rate be higher.
To be precise the probability of accepting a sample x 2
A drawn from ptðxÞ is
atðxÞ9 expfVðx;
~y , ~gÞg
expfWtðxÞg
¼ expf½Vðx; ~y , ~gÞWtðxÞg, ð39Þ
and we define the acceptance rate at the t-th iteration of
the GARS algorithm, denoted as a^t , as the expected value
of at(x) with respect to the density ptðxÞ, i.e.,
a^t9E½atðxÞ ¼
Z
A
atðxÞptðxÞdx
¼ ct
Z
A
expfVðx; ~y , ~gÞgdx¼ ct
cv
r1, ð40Þ
where ct and cv are the proportionality constants for ptðxÞ
and pðxjyÞ, respectively, i.e.,
ct ¼
Z
A
expfWtðxÞgdx
 1
and
cv ¼
Z
A
expfVðx; ~y , ~gÞgdx
 1
:
Note that ct=cvr1 because WtðxÞrVðx; ~y , ~gÞ 8x 2 A.
From Eq. (40), we obtain that a^t ¼ 1 if, and only if, ct=cv
or, equivalently, a^t ¼ 1 if and only if the integral
eðtÞ9
Z
A
½expfWtðxÞgexpfVðx; ~y , ~gÞgdx ð41Þ
vanishes, i.e., e(t)=0.
The error signal e(t) can be interpreted as a divergence
between ptðxÞ and pðxjyÞ. In particular if e(t) decreases, the
acceptance rate a^t ¼ ct=cv increases and since
expfWtðxÞgZexpfVðx; ~y , ~gÞg 8x 2 A, e(t)=0 if, and only
if, WtðxÞ ¼ Vðx; ~y , ~gÞ almost everywhere. Equivalently,
a^t ¼ 1 if, and only if, ptðxÞ ¼ pðxjyÞ almost everywhere.
The convergence of a^t toward 1 is illustrated numerically
in Section 8.2.6.5. Improper proposals
The GARS algorithm as described in Table 4 breaks
down when every gi(x), i=1,y,n+1, is nonlinear and
convex (or concave) monotonic. In this case, the proposed
construction procedure yields a piecewise lower hull
Wt(x) which is positive and constant in an interval of
infinite length. Thus, the resulting proposal,
ptðxÞpexpfWtðxÞg is improper ð
R þ1
1 ptðxÞ dx-þ1Þ and
cannot be used for RS. One practical solution is to
substitute the constant piece of Wt(x) by a linear function
with a small slope. In that case, ptðxÞ is proper but we
cannot guarantee that the samples drawn using the GARS
algorithm come exactly from the target pdf. If we assume,
e.g., that gn+1(x)=x implying that we choose a priori of the
form pðxÞpexpfV nþ1ðmxÞg, then we can guarantee that
ptðxÞ be proper.7. Multidimensional signal of interest
We have restricted our study to the case in which the
SoI is scalar, x 2 R. A straightforward approach to draw
samples from the posterior density pðxjyÞ of a random
vector X taking values in Rm consists in combining the
proposed GARS algorithm with a Gibbs sampler.
The Gibbs sampling algorithm to draw from the
posterior pdf pðxjyÞ ¼ pðx1, . . . ,xmjyÞ can be summarized
as follows:(1) Set i=1, and draw xð1Þ ¼ ½xð1Þ1 , . . . ,xð1Þm > from the prior
pdf p(x). Set an integer N41.(2) Draw samples xk
(i+1), k=1,...,m from the conditional
densities
xðiþ1Þ1  pðx1jy,xði1Þ2 ,xði1Þ3 , . . . ,xði1Þm Þ,
xðiþ1Þ2  pðx2jy,xðiÞ1 ,xði1Þ3 ,xði1Þ4 . . . ,xði1Þm Þ,
xðiþ1Þ3  pðx3jy,xðiÞ1 ,xðiÞ2 ,xði1Þ4 , . . . ,xði1Þm Þ
^
xðiþ1Þm  pðxmjy,xðiÞ1 ,xðiÞ2 ,xðiÞ3 , . . . ,xðiÞm1Þ: ð42Þ
Set xðiþ1Þ ¼ ½xðiþ1Þ1 , . . . ,xðiþ1Þm >.(3)(4) Increment i= i+1. If i4N stop, else go back to step 2.After a ‘‘burning period’’, the Markov chain x(1), x(2),y,x(k),
yconverges to a stationary distribution with density
pðxjyÞ [7]. However, to apply this technique we need to be
able to draw from the posterior conditional pdf’s
pðxkjy,xðiÞ1 , . . . ,xðiÞk1,x
ði1Þ
kþ1 , . . . ,x
ði1Þ
m Þ, k=1,y,m. In many
cases, this is feasible using the proposed GARS technique.
An example is presented in Section 8.3.
Alternatively, it is also possible to extend the proposed
approach to draw i.i.d. samples directly from pðxjyÞ, x 2
Rm and y 2 Rn, mrn. Indeed, the general scheme of the
algorithm remains the same and only the linear functions
r i,jðxÞ need to be extended. Specifically, they are general-
ized to m-dimensional linear manifolds embedded in an
n-dimensional metric space ðRn,dÞ, where d is a suitably
defined distance. Unfortunately, a complete description of
this extension requires the introduction of a considerable
amount of new notations and mathematical tools that fall
out of the scope of the present paper.
8. Examples
8.1. Example 1: calculation of upper bounds for the
likelihood function
Let X be a scalar SoI with prior density
X  pðxÞ ¼Nðx;0,2Þ and the random observations
Y1 ¼ expðXÞþY1, Y2 ¼ expðXÞþY2, ð43Þ
whereY1,Y2 are independent noise variables. Specifically,
Y1 is Gaussian noise with NðW1;0,1=2Þ ¼ k1expfðW1Þ2g,
and Y2 has a gamma pdf, Y2 GðW2; y,lÞ ¼ k2Wy12
expflW2g, with parameters y¼ 2, l¼ 1.11
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V 2ðW2Þ ¼logðW2ÞþW2. Since the minimum of V 2ðW2Þ
occurs in W2 ¼ 1, we replace Y2 with the shifted observa-
tion Y2 ¼ expðXÞþY2 , where Y2 ¼ Y21, Y2 ¼Y21.
Hence, the marginal potential becomes V 2ðW2 Þ ¼
logðW2 þ1ÞþW2 þ1, with a minimum at W2 ¼ 0, the
vector of observations is Y¼ ½Y1,Y2 > and the vector of
nonlinearities is gðxÞ ¼ ½expðxÞ,expðxÞ>. Due to the
monotonicity and convexity of g1 and g2, we can work
with a partition of R consisting of just one set, B1 
R.
The joint potential is V ð2ÞðW1,W2 Þ ¼
P2
i ¼ 1 V iðWiÞ ¼ W21
lnðW2 þ1ÞþW2 þ1 and the system potential is
Vðx; y,gÞ ¼ V ð2Þðy1expðxÞ,y2expðxÞÞ
¼ ðy1expðxÞÞ2logðy2expðxÞþ1Þ
þðy2expðxÞÞþ1: ð44Þ
Assume that, Y¼ y¼ ½2,5>. The simple estimates are
X ¼ fx1 ¼ logð2Þ,x2 ¼logð5Þg, and, therefore, we can
restrict the search of the bound to the interval
I ¼ ½minðX Þ ¼ logð5Þ,maxðXÞ ¼ logð2Þ (note that we omit
the subscript because we have just one set, B1 
R). Using
the BM1 technique in Section 4.1, we find the linear
functions r1(x)=0.78x+1.45 and r2(x)=1.95x+1.85.
In this case, we can analytically minimize the modified
system potential, to obtain ~x ¼0:4171¼ argminx2IV
ðx,y,rÞ. The associated lower bound is g¼ Vð ~x,y,rÞ ¼ 2:89
(the true global minimum of the system potential is 3.78).
We can also use the technique in Section 4.4 with
R1ðvÞ ¼logð ffiffiffivp þ1Þþ ffiffiffivp þ1. The lower bound for the
quadratic potential is g2 ¼ 2:79 and we can readily
compute a lower bound g¼ R1ðg2Þ ¼ 1:68 for V(x;y,g).
Since the marginal potentials are both convex, we can also
use the procedure described in Section 4.5, obtaining the
lower bound g¼ 1:61.
Fig. 6(a) depicts the system potential V(x;y,g), and the
lower bounds obtained with the three methods. It is the
standard BM1 algorithm that yields the best bound.Fig. 6. (a) The system potential V(x,y,g) (solid), the modified system potential V
linear function W(x) formed by the two tangent lines to V(x,y,r) at minðX Þ and m
(b) The target density pðxjyÞppðyjxÞpðxÞ (dashed) and the normalized histogram
of acceptance rates (averaged over 10,000 simulations) as a function of the lowe
g¼ 2:89, approximately 40% with g¼ 3:77 and 41% with the optimal bound g¼
Table 5
Lower bounds of the system potential function.
Method BM1 BM1 + transformation R
Lower bound g 2.89 1.68In order to improve the bound, we can use the iterative
BM2 technique described in Section 4.2. With only three
iterations of BM2, and minimizing analytically the
modified potential V(x,y,r), we find a very tight lower
bound g¼minx2I ðVðx,y,rÞÞ ¼ 3:77 (recall that the optimal
bound is 3.78). Table 5 summarizes the bounds computed
with the different techniques.
Next, we implement a rejection sampler, using the
prior pdf pðxÞ ¼Nðx;0,2Þpexpfx2=4g as a proposal func-
tion and the upper bound for the likelihood
L=exp{3.77}. The posterior density has the form
pðxjyÞppðyjxÞpðxÞ ¼ expfVðx; y,gÞx2=4g: ð45Þ
Fig. 6(b) shows the normalized histogram of N=10,000
samples generated by the RS algorithm, together with the
true target pdf pðxjyÞ depicted as a dashed line. The
histogram follows closely the shape of the true posterior
pdf. Fig. 6(c) shows the acceptance rates (averaged over
10,000 simulations) as a function of the bound g. We start
with the trivial lower bound g¼ 0 and increase it
progressively, up to the global minimum g¼ 3:78. The
resulting acceptance rates are 1.1% for the trivial bound
g¼ 0, 18% with g¼ 2:89 (BM1) and approximately 40%
with g¼ 3:77 (BM2). Note that the acceptance rate is
 41% for the optimal bound and we cannot improve it
any further. This is an intrinsic drawback of a rejection
sampler with constant bound L and the principal argu-
ment that suggests the use of adaptive procedures.
8.2. Example 2: comparison of ARMS and GARS techniques
Consider the problem of sampling a scalar random
variable X from a posterior bimodal density
pðxjyÞppðyjxÞpðxÞ, where the likelihood function is
pðyjxÞpexpfcoshðyx2Þg (note that we have a single
observation Y=y1) and the prior pdf is pðxÞpexp
faðZexpðjxjÞÞ2g, with constant parameters a40 and Z.
Therefore, the posterior pdf is pðxjyÞpexpfVðx; ~y , ~gÞg,(x,y,r) (dashed), function ðR13V2Þðx,y,rÞ (dot-dashed) and the piecewise-
axðX Þ (dotted). The corresponding bounds are marked with dark circles.
of N=10,000 samples using RS with the calculated bound L. (c) The curve
r bound g. The acceptance rate is 1.1% for the trivial bound g¼ 0, 18% with
3:78.
BM1 + tangent lines BM2 Optimal bound
1.61 3.77 3.78
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Table 6
Estimated posterior mean, m^ (for a¼ 5).
Simulation 1 2 3 4 5
ARMS 2.2981 0.0267 0.0635 0.0531 2.2994
GARS 0.0772 0.0143 0.0029 0.0319 0.0709
Fig. 7. (a) The bimodal density pðxjyÞpexpfVðx; ~y , ~gÞg (dashed line) and
the normalized histogram of N=5000 samples obtained using GARS
algorithm. (b) The curve of acceptance rate a^ t (averaged over 10,000
simulations) as a function of the iteration index t.where ~y ¼ ½y,Z>, ~gðxÞ ¼ ½g1ðxÞ,g2ðxÞ> ¼ ½x2,expðjxjÞ> and
the extended system potential function becomes
Vðx; ~y , ~gÞ ¼ coshðyx2ÞþaðZexpðjxjÞÞ2: ð46Þ
The marginal potentials are V 1ðW1Þ ¼ coshðW1Þ and
V 2ðW2Þ ¼ aW22. Note that the density pðxjyÞ is an even
function, pðxjyÞ ¼ pðxjyÞ, hence it has a zero mean,
m¼ R xpðxjyÞdx¼ 0. The constant a is a scale parameter
that allows to control the variance of the random variable
X, both a priori and a posteriori. The higher the value of a,
the more skewed the modes of pðxjyÞ become.
There are no standard methods to sample directly from
pðxjyÞ. Moreover, since the posterior density pðxjyÞ is
bimodal, the system potential is non-log-concave and the
ARS technique cannot be applied. However, we can easily
use the GARS technique. If, e.g., ~Y ¼ ~y ¼ ½y¼ 5,Z¼ 10>
then the simple estimates corresponding to g1ðxÞ are
x1,1 ¼
ffiffiffi
5
p
and x1,2 ¼
ffiffiffi
5
p
, so that J 1 ¼ ½
ffiffiffi
5
p
,
ffiffiffi
5
p
. In the
same way, the simple estimates corresponding to g2(x)
are x2,1= log(10) and x2,2=log(10), therefore J 2 ¼
½logð10Þ,logð10Þ.
An alternative possibility to draw from this density is
to use the ARMS method [9]. Therefore, in this section we
compare the two algorithms. Specifically, we look into the
accuracy in the approximation of the posterior mean m¼ 0
by way of the sample mean estimate, m^ ¼ ð1=NÞPNi ¼ 1 xðiÞ,
for different values of the scale parameter a.
In particular, we have considered ten equally spaced
values of a in the interval [0.2,5] and then performed
10,000 independent simulations for each value of a, each
simulation consisting of drawing 5000 samples with the
GARS method and the ARMS algorithm. Both techniques
can be sensitive to their initialization. The ARMS techni-
que starts with five points selected randomly in
[3.5,3.5] (with uniform distribution). The GARS starts
with the set of support points S0 ¼ fx2,1,x1,1,s,x1,2,x2,2g
sorted in ascending order, including all simple estimates
and an arbitrary point s needed to enable the construction
in Section 6.2. Point s is randomly chosen in each
simulation, with uniform pdf in J 1 ¼ ½x1,1,x1,2.
The simulation results show that the two techniques
attain similar performance when a 2 ½0:2,1 (the modes of
pðxjyÞ are relatively flat). When a 2 ½1,4 the modes
become more skewed and the Markov chain generated
by the ARMS algorithm remains trapped at one of the two
modes in  10% of the simulations. When a 2 ½4,5 the
same problem occurs in  25% of the simulations. The
performance of the GARS algorithm, on the other hand, is
comparatively insensitive to the value of a.
Table 6 illustrates the estimated posterior mean m^ in
five independent simulations, obtained with the two
techniques when a¼ 5. We can see that ARMS remains
trapped at the negative mode in the first simulation
(m^ ¼2:2981) and at the positive mode (m^ ¼ 2:2994) in
the last simulation.
Fig. 7(a) shows the posterior density pðxjyÞpexp
fcoshðy1x2ÞaðmexpðjxjÞÞ2g with a¼ 0:2 depicted as
a dashed line, and the normalized histogram obtained
samples drawn using the GARS technique.
Fig. 7(b) depicts the acceptance rate a^t (averaged over
10,000 simulations) as a function of the iteration index t,using the GARS algorithm. Every time a sample x0 drawn
from ptðxÞ is rejected, it is incorporated as a support point.
Then, the proposal pdf ptðxÞ becomes closer to target pdf
pðxjyÞ and, as a consequence, the acceptance rate becomes
higher. For instance, the acceptance rate for t=1 is
approximately 1.8%, but for t=10, it is already  71%.
The acceptance rate a^t for t=100 is  95%.
8.3. Example 3: target localization with a sensor network
In order to show how the proposed techniques can be
used to draw samples from a multivariate (non-scalar)
SoI, we consider the problem of positioning a target in a
two-dimensional space using range measurements. This is
a problem that appears frequently in localization applica-
tions using sensor networks [1].
We use a random vector X¼ ½X1,X2> to denote the
target position in the plane R2. The prior density of X
is p(x1,x2)=p(x1)p(x2), where p(xi)=N(xi; 0,1/2)=k
exp{(xi)2}, i=1,2, i.e., the coordinate X1 and X2 are i.i.d.
Gaussian. The range measurements are obtained from two
sensor located at h1 ¼ ½0,0> and h2 ¼ ½2,2>, respectively.
The effective observations are the (square) Euclidean
distances from the target to the sensors, contaminated
with Gaussian noise, i.e.,
Y1 ¼ X21þX22þY1,
Y2 ¼ ðX12Þ2þðX22Þ2þY2, ð47Þ
where Yi, i=1,2, are independent Gaussian variables with
identical pdf’s, NðWi;0,1=2Þ ¼ kiexpfW2i g. Therefore, the
marginal potentials are quadratic, V iðWiÞ ¼ W2i , i=1,2. The
random observation vector is denoted Y ¼ ½Y1,Y2>. We
note that one needs three range measurements to
uniquely determine the position of a target in the plane,
so the posterior pdf pðxjyÞppðyjxÞpðxÞ is bimodal.13
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xðiÞ ¼ ½xðiÞ1 ,xðiÞ2 >, i=1,y,N, from the posterior density
pðxjyÞppðyjx1,x2Þpðx1Þpðx2Þ. The algorithm consists of the
following steps:(1)Fig.
The
algoSet i=1, and draw x2
(1) from the prior pdf p(x2).(2) Draw a sample x1
(i) from the conditional pdf pðx1jy,xðiÞ2 Þ,
and set xðiÞ ¼ ½xðiÞ1 ,xðiÞ2 >.
(3) Draw a sample x2
(i+1) from the conditional pdf
pðx2jy,xðiÞ1 Þ.(4) Increment i= i+1. If i4N stop, else go back to step 2.The Markov chain generated by the Gibbs sampler
converges to a stationary distribution with pdf pðx1,x2jyÞ.
In order to use Gibbs sampling, we have to be able to
draw from the conditional densities pðx1jy,xðiÞ2 Þ and
pðx2jy,xðiÞ1 Þ. In general, these two conditional pdf’s can be
non-log-concave and can have several modes. Specifically,
the density pðx1jy,xðiÞ2 Þppðyjx1,xðiÞ2 Þpðx1Þ can be expressed
as pðx1jy,xðiÞ2 ÞpexpfVðx1; ~y1, ~g1Þg where ~y1 ¼ ½y1ðxðiÞ2 Þ2,
y2ðxðiÞ2 2Þ2,0>, ~g1ðxÞ ¼ ½x2,ðx2Þ2,x> and
Vðx1; ~y1, ~g1Þ ¼ ½y1ðxðiÞ2 Þ2x212þ½y2ðxðiÞ2 2Þ2ðx12Þ22þx21,
ð48Þ
while the pdf pðx2jy,xðiÞ1 Þppðyjx2,xðiÞ1 Þpðx2Þ can be expressed
as pðx2jy,xðiÞ1 ÞpexpfVðx2; ~y2, ~g2Þg where ~y1 ¼ ½y1ðxðiÞ1 Þ2,
y2ðxðiÞ1 2Þ2,0>, ~g2ðxÞ ¼ ½x2,ðx2Þ2,x> and
Vðx2; ~y2, ~g2Þ ¼ ½y1ðxðiÞ1 Þ2x222þ½y2ðxðiÞ1 2Þ2ðx22Þ22þx22:
ð49Þ
Since the marginal potentials and the nonlinearities are
convex, we can use the GARS technique to sample the
conditional pdf’s.
We have generated N=10,000 samples from the
Markov chain, with fixed observations y1=5 and y2=2.
The average acceptance rate of the GARS algorithm was
 30% both for pðx1jy,x2Þ and pðx2jy,x1Þ. Note that this
rate is indeed as an average because, at each step of the
chain, the target pdf’s are different (if, e.g., xðiÞ1 ax
ði1Þ
1 then
pðx2jy,xðiÞ1 Þapðx2jy,xði1Þ1 Þ).
Fig. 8(a) shows the shape of the true target density
pðx1,x2jyÞ, while Fig. 8(b) depicts the normalized
histogram with N=10,000 samples.
Finally, it is illustrative to consider the computational
savings attained by using the GARS method when
compared with a rejection sampler with a fixed bound.8. (a) The target density pðxjyÞ ¼ pðx1 ,x2jyÞppðyjx1 ,x2Þpðx1Þpðx2Þ. (b)
normalized histogram with N=10,000 samples, using the GARS
rithm within a Gibbs sampler.Specifically, we have run again the Gibbs sampler to
generate a chain of 10,000 samples but, when drawing
from pðx1jy,x2Þ and pðx2jy,x1Þ, we have used RS with
prior proposals (p(x1) and p(x2), respectively) and a fixed
bound computed (analytically) with the method in
Section 4.3 for quadratic potentials. The average accep-
tance rate for the rejection sampler was  4% and the
time needed to generate the chain was approximately 10
times the time needed in the simulation with the GARS
algorithm.9. Conclusions
We have proposed families of generalized rejection
sampling schemes that are particularly, but not only,
useful for efficiently drawing independent samples from a
posteriori probability distributions. The problem of draw-
ing from posterior distributions appears very often in
signal processing, e.g., see the target localization example
in this paper or virtually any application that involves the
estimation of a physical magnitude given a set of
observations collected by a sensor network. We have
introduced two classes of schemes. The procedures in the
first class are aimed at the computation of upper bounds
for the likelihood function of the signal of interest given
the set of available observations. They provide the means
to (quickly and easily) design sampling schemes for
posterior densities using the prior pdf as a proposal
function. Then, we have elaborated on the bound-
calculation procedures to devise a generalized adaptive
rejection sampling (GARS) algorithm. The latter is a
method to construct a sequence of proposal pdf’s that
converge towards the target density and, therefore, can
attain very high acceptance rates. It should be noted that
the method introduced in this paper includes the classical
adaptive rejection sampling scheme of [11] as a particular
case. We have provided some simple numerical examples
to illustrate the use of the proposed techniques, including
sampling from multimodal distributions (both with fixed
and adaptive proposal functions) and an example of target
localization using range measurements. The latter pro-
blem is often encountered in positioning applications of
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ARTICLE IN PRESSAppendixProposition. The state estimators x^j 2 argmaxx2½Bj ‘ðx; y,gÞ
¼ argminx2½Bj Vðx; y,gÞ belong to the interval I j, i.e.,
x^j 2 I j9½minðX jÞ,maxðX jÞ, ð50Þ
where X j9fx1,j, . . . ,xn,jg is the set of all simple estimates in Bj
and I jDBj.
Proof. We have to prove that the derivative of the system
potential function is
dV
dx
o0 for all xominðX jÞ ðx 2 ½BjÞ, ð51Þ
and
dV
dx
40 for all x4maxðX jÞ ðx 2 ½BjÞ, ð52Þ
so that all stationary points of V stay inside
I j ¼ ½minðX jÞ,maxðX jÞ. Routine calculations yield the
derivative
dV
dx
¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
dgi
dx
dV i
dWi
" #
Wi ¼ yigiðxÞ
ð53Þ
and we aim to evaluate it outside the interval I j. To do it,
let us denote xmin ¼minðX jÞ and xmax ¼maxðX jÞ and
consider the cases dgi=dx40 and dgi=dxo0 separately
(recall that we have assumed the sign of dgi=dx to remain
constant in Bj).
When dgi=dx40 and since, for every simple estimate,
xi,jZxmin, we obtain that yi ¼ giðxi,jÞZgiðxminÞ4
giðxÞ8xoxmin. Then yigiðxÞ40, for all xoxmin, and, due
to properties (P1) and (P2) of marginal potential func-
tions, ½dV i=dWiWi ¼ yigiðxÞ4040 for all i. As a consequence,
dV=dxo0 8xoxmin, x 2 ½Bj.
When dgi=dxo0 and xi,jZxmin, we obtain that
yi ¼ giðxi,jÞrgiðxminÞogiðxÞ, 8xoxmin. Then yigiðxÞo0 for
all xoxmin and ½dV i=dWiWi ¼ yigiðxÞo0o0, again because of
(P1) and (P2). As a consequence, dV=dxo0 8xoxmin,
x 2 ½Bj.A similar argument for x4xmax yields dV=dx40 for all
x4xmax and completes the proof. &
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